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Echoes of Ghadr 
Lala Har Dayal and the Time of Anticolonialism

J. Daniel Elam

Lectures are delivered. Books are printed. People say progress is being made and thus assure their 
own minds. We wish to prove that at present two things are wanted for progress. What are these? 
Papers and Arms — the paper Ghadr and guns!
—Har Dayal, “Two Things Are Necessary”

The Long Life of Revolution

I n 1931, the Ghadr (Mutiny) Party published a curious pamphlet in Punjabi from San Francisco.1 Anti-
colonial leader Bhagat Singh’s famous studio portrait takes up most of the cover. Above the photo-
graph is the title barabary de arth (“The Meaning of Equality”) and the author’s name: Lala Har Dayal. 

Though Bhagat Singh and Lala Har Dayal never met, the juxtaposition of the two figures is simultane-
ously logical and provocative. It confirms the productive and powerful promiscuity of both men’s antico-
lonial agitation and political afterlives.

In the early 1910s, the Ghadr Party had posed a significant threat to British rule in India. Its news-
paper, Hindustan Ghadr (or sometimes only Ghadr), openly advocated rebellion and mutiny. The British 
Criminal Intelligence Department (CID) worked hard to prevent its global circulation, but by 1914, the ex-
pansive organization included active members in Vancouver, Mexico City, London, Paris, Cape Town, La-
hore, Singapore, and Tokyo. In his role as the organization’s founder and master propagandist (pracharak), 
Har Dayal wrote essays on revolution, the Indian Rebellion of 1857, pedagogy, and political philosophy.

Har Dayal left the United States in 1914 for Berlin. Under the Ghadr Party’s new leadership in early 
1915, some members returned to India with mutiny in mind. Among them was Berkeley engineering 
undergraduate Kartar Singh Sarabha, an active student leader in the party. The mutinous collective was 
caught at Lahore and the nineteen- year- old was hanged. Even if the Ghadr’s ghadr was a failure, the orga-
nization nevertheless rekindled many Punjabis’ anticolonial imagination. Kartar Singh Sarabha’s hang-
ing, the Jallianwala Bagh massacre in Amritsar in 1919, and general dissatisfaction with M. K. Gandhi’s 
nonviolence movement set the conditions for a resurgence of anticolonial agitation, especially in Punjab.

In response, a group of young men, inspired by Kartar Singh Sarabha’s martyrdom (and the Irish 
Republican Army), founded the Hindustan Republican Army, which became, by 1928, the Hindustan 
Socialist Republican Army (HSRA).2 Under the leadership of Chandrashekhar Azad and Bhagat Singh, 
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the HSRA staged a number of political agitations 
and published articles, pamphlets, and manifestos. 
They sought to avenge the death of Punjabi leader 
Lala Lajpat Rai; Bhagat Singh was caught after 
setting off a smoke bomb in the Central Legisla-
tive Assembly in Delhi while proclaiming inqilab  
zindabad: long live revolution.

In jail, Bhagat Singh and his colleagues 
staged hunger strikes and read extensively. Bhagat 
Singh’s jail notebook alone records his notes from 
a wide selection of books, and his prolific publish-
ing record from 1924 to 1928 suggests he was a 
voracious reader and thinker. By the time he was 
hanged in March 1931, he was a national celebrity 
and a young public intellectual who presented a 
serious threat to the popularity of M. K. Gandhi’s 
ahimsa (nonviolence) movement.

By his own accounts and those by his many 
hagiographers, Bhagat Singh both fulfills and 
exceeds the trajectory supposedly initiated by 
Punjabi migrant laborers in California (who 
traced their anticolonial lineage back to the 1857 
Indian Mutiny). It is as though, by way of Kartar 
Singh Sarabha, the Ghadr’s failed ghadr was thus 
redeemed, seventeen years later, by an equally 
young Bhagat Singh. Both Bhagat Singh and Har 
Dayal have posed significant challenges to the 
narrow — and often competing — genealogies that 
have sought to claim them: nonviolent Indian 
anticolonialism, postcolonial Marxism, proto- 
Naxalism, proto- Maoism, and multiple variations 
of “revolutionary” ideologies that remain actively 
debated today.3

Time Out of Joint
A rigid classification of Indian anticolonialism’s 
political stances and afterlives, in any event, does 
a disservice to the rich and expansive reach of 
its imagination, especially in the years between 
World War I and World War II. Anticolonial writ-
ers aligned with a wide range of political stances, 

many of them (in retrospect) contradictory. The 
most productive strains of anticolonial thought re-
flected an open engagement with multiple ethical 
and political questions. The juxtaposition of Har 
Dayal and Bhagat Singh on the cover of barabary 
de arth is a testament to this productive openness.

Nevertheless, and at first glance, the barabary 
de arth pamphlet seems like a product of time out 
of joint: by 1931, the once revolutionary Har Dayal 
had applied for amnesty to return to India and 
had moved from Sweden to London to begin his 
PhD. Publishing an illicitly printed tract honoring 
Bhagat Singh while writing official recantations 
would have been a bold move.4 A second visit to 
Har Dayal’s scattered archives, however, reveals a 
more curious trajectory. Har Dayal had written an 
essay called “The Meaning of Equality” in English. 
He had published it as a Ghadr Party pamphlet in 
the early 1910s (as an addendum to “The Social 
Conquest of the Hindu Race,” which had been 
published in the Calcutta- based Modern Review in 
1909).5 In his absence, the essay was translated into 
Punjabi and republished to memorialize the young 
anticolonial martyr.

There is nothing unusual about this in the 
context of global anticolonial print publics, which 
promoted cultures of reprinting and reproduction 
in order to achieve an ever- expanding network of 
readers. As Isabel Hofmyer has beautifully shown 
in the case of M. K. Gandhi’s writings, such cul-
tures of recitation and reproduction produce a 
time out of joint with print capitalism’s empty ho-
mogenous time.6 Even still, the 1931 barabary de arth 
is a jarring alignment of two revolutionaries, such 
that the young Bhagat Singh — who “bade fair to 
oust Mr. Gandhi as the foremost political figure of 
the day” — is made, by way of juxtaposition, to look 
back on Har Dayal — the “most dangerous” of “all 
the Indian agitators” — active twenty years earlier.7

That the specter of an actively revolutionary 
Har Dayal haunts Bhagat Singh (which in turn re-
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animates a quiet Har Dayal),8 I suggest, illuminates 
the nonfamilial affiliations that helped make In-
dian anticolonialism such a vibrant and philosoph-
ically generous political force.9 Such affiliations 
highlight the globally dispersed genealogies of an-
ticolonial thought. Anticolonial thinkers and writ-
ers stressed, rather than suppressed, these lineages 
of political thought. They appeared in textual jux-
tapositions, citations, imaginative translations, and 
creative misreadings. That anticolonialism fore-
grounded its philosophical ancestry while often 
constructing a future postcolonial utopia should 
alert us to its Janus- faced quality: at once looking 
forward and backward.

A few years later, having completed his PhD at 
the University of London, and after nearly fifteen 
years of relative silence, Har Dayal published Hints 
for Self- Culture, dedicated to “Young Rationalists” —  
perhaps with Bhagat Singh in mind.10 The “little 
book” offers “short hints” for personal develop-
ment along four axes: intellectual, physical, aes-
thetic, and ethical.11 Like many self- culture guides 
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centu-
ries, the book features maxims aimed at the pro-
duction of a healthy subject and consequently a 
robust society.

Hints for Self- Culture is a long treatise on the 
multiple forms of required knowledge, which fall 
neatly into eighteen categories: science, history, 
psychology, economics, philosophy, sociology, lan-
guages, comparative religion, exercise, diet, art, 
architecture, sculpture, painting, music, dancing, 
oratory, and poetry. The final section, “Ethical 
Culture,” is a reflection, building on this required 
knowledge, of the “Five Concentric Circles” of eth-
ical and political action.

Har Dayal pleaded with his editors at Watts 
& Co. not to distribute the book in India, but the 

company was too pleased with its success to halt its 
circulation. In response, Har Dayal wrote to the 
India Office for their pardon, and the India Office 
declared the work “safe” along the lines that it was 
not political but rather “theoretical, carefully.”12 
This decision, though fortunate for Har Dayal, is 
a curious misjudgment by the colonial bureaucrats 
and censors. It suggests, however, that the British 
Raj operated on a conception of “the political” 
that meant, quite narrowly, a direct engagement 
with the state. Even if such a conception of the po-
litical was still relatively vacuous, it allowed colonial 
censors to determine the breadth and reach of the 
state into public affect. In this sense, sedition laws 
covered speech and text that could produce cer-
tain political sentiments as well. Sedition, in other 
words, involved a complicated interplay of textual 
and social practices.13 Determining this in advance 
was a considerably difficult task.14 One censor wor-
ried about the book’s “attack on Capitalism on 
Communist lines,” but perhaps because Hints for 
Self- Culture participated in a popular genre of “self- 
culture” books, or perhaps because it was merely 
“philosophical propaganda,” it was determined 
that the book was harmless.15

This decision not only suggests a curious mis-
judgment on the part of the censors but also offers 
insight into the particular relegation, by contem-
porary political philosophy, of postcolonial studies 
to what Leela Gandhi has called “the rudimentary 
schoolroom of ethics.”16 Anticolonial writing, pro-
duced in affective, ethical, or aesthetic registers, al-
legedly fails to address properly political concerns. 
Even in otherwise sympathetic critical anarcho- 
utopian political philosophy, anticolonial and 
postcolonial theory are seen as failing to address 
“today’s real enemy” or as simply too particular to 
address new, universal, and global concerns.17 In 
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response, some contemporary postcolonial crit-
ics have been quick to recuperate anticolonial 
thought as actively and equally political. Thus too 
does the censor’s analysis prefigure contemporary 
recuperations of anticolonial thought. In both 
present academic cases, however, as well as in the 
CID’s judgment, aesthetic and ethical thought is 
ignored or flattened and thus rendered inessential 
to anticolonial or postcolonial writing.

On the contrary, in the supposed guise of 
the “carefully theoretical,” anticolonial thought 
actually pushes us closer to the micropolitical of-
ferings of an avowedly anarchistic tradition (and 
therefore the often unacknowledged inheritance 
of postcolonial theory). It is thus neither merely 
philosophical nor myopically political. Instead, 
many strains of anticolonial thought demonstrate 
the need to realign political, ethical, aesthetic, and 
philosophical concerns as a world- making project. 
To surrender any of these mutually supporting 
concerns to the other is to fundamentally misjudge 
the contribution of much of anticolonial thought.

In “The Indian Peasant,” for example, pub-
lished by Ghadr in 1913,18 Har Dayal urged friend-
ship with the downtrodden and untouchable castes 
as a way to achieve unity. The pamphlet offers a 
resounding critique of learned ideas of Brahmins 
and instead advocates the development of an 
“imagination” that extends beyond the bound-
aries of identity and attempts to imagine injustice 
outside of one’s own experience. “Where we stop, 
humanity begins,” he writes of the current limits 
of imagination. In order to achieve actual political 
equality (as opposed to “political activity,” avail-
able only to elites), Har Dayal writes, “We must 
change the national psychology. . . . New modes of 
thought must be implanted into the minds of the 
people.” Because traditional Indian stories praise 
kings and wealth, “the imagination of our children 
is poisoned from the source.” For Har Dayal, this 
requires a new aesthetic, one emerging from the 
underside of the project of national independence: 
“The sweepers and the scavengers . . . Who will 
give them a voice? Who will be their poet? Who will 
write a Ramayana and a Mahabharata for them? 
India waits for her true Poet. . . . Let the Peasantry 

begin to speak of its burden of grief, and all poets 
and poetasters would be hushed into shame. The 
real epic of India remains to be written.” In other 
words, in order for actual political revolution to 
occur, Har Dayal writes, one must fundamentally 
change the orientation of one’s imagination and 
one’s aesthetic frames.

This new orientation, of course, requires a dif-
ferent reading strategy than ones usually afforded 
to anticolonial thinkers and writers. Protocols for 
reading anticolonial thought must refuse relegating 
it to either the merely pragmatic or the preciously 
aesthetic. This is to suggest, in some ways, that it 
must be read in the tradition of political theory, 
wherein the political is (or at least can be), in fact, a 
literary stance. At the same time, however, political 
theory left unmodified fails, somewhat ironically, 
to account for the political specificities of certain 
strains of anticolonial thought. These strains are 
marked by their interest in self- making and world- 
making in a world not yet possible. This kind of 
thought — of which Har Dayal (and his promiscu-
ous afterlives) is a central part — offers an insurgent 
political theory: of revolution, of making the world 
anew, and of reimagining a new human.

This is, in short, a theory of politics for a 
world that does not yet exist. It requires a radical 
realignment of politics, aesthetics, and ethics, and 
not only as discrete elements. Moreover, it requires 
an imaginative stance that reorients the moment 
of revolution to a time both beyond and before the 
present. This is a revolution in perpetuity — inqilab 
zindabad in Bhagat Singh’s formulation — from the 
past but for a world yet to come, and one that will 
remain tethered to the present.

In the case of Har Dayal’s Hints for Self- 
Culture, this insurgent political theory takes the 
form of a radical self- making process toward the 
creation of a future utopian project. In Har Dayal’s 
hands, however, such a project requires a doubling 
back of history; a political project that torques the 
present back onto its impossible pasts. The insur-
gent political theory thus offered in Hints for Self- 
Culture participates in a long and dispersed lin-
eage of anticolonial, postcolonial, and decolonial 
thought.
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Like the curious Ghadr pamphlet, Hints for 
Self- Culture not only posits a future postcolonial 
utopia that looks backward, but it also demands 
a radical politics of the present that looks back-
ward and forward at once. Hints for Self-  Culture 
does this in two significant moves, in ways that the 
bulk of this essay will explore. First, Har Dayal re-
turns to nineteenth- century philosopher Herbert 
Spencer in order to produce a radical self- making 
project for the present. Second, Har Dayal offers 
a utopian vision of a future “World- State,” which, 
as the product of radical self- making, is a radical 
world- making project that repeatedly glances back-
ward. At each of these stages, a palimpsestic uto-
pia emerges, with the figures of the past not fully 
erased but having morphed into something of use 
though only partially recognizable.

Ghadr di Gunj
Har Dayal was born in Delhi in 1884. He attended 
Oxford University on a Bodleian scholarship but 
renounced his degree and left Oxford for London. 
He became a central part of the India House collec-
tive under the leadership of Shyamji Krishnavarma 
and moved with the organization from London to 
Paris in 1909. He left a year later for Martinique, 
Algiers, and, by 1911, the United States. From 1911 
to 1914, he lectured at the University of California- 
Berkeley and Stanford University, toured the US 
West Coast with prominent anarchists and leftists, 
and founded the Ghadr Party.

The CID worked hard to find reasons to con-
vince the United States to deport Har Dayal, and 
by early 1914 he had been arrested under trumped-
 up charges. He posted bail and fled to Europe. 
From Berlin, he worked with the Indian Commit-
tee of National Independence under the leader-
ship of Virendranath Chattopadhyaya (“Chatto”), 
most likely funded by the German government.

The Ghadr Party played a major, if still un-
derappreciated, role in Indian independence. Its 
publications, especially the Hindustan Ghadr and 
its poetry collection, Ghadr di Gunj (Echoes of Mu-
tiny), reached audiences well beyond the reach of 

British surveillance. Similarly, Chatto’s Committee 
in Berlin produced a significant amount of writ-
ing against the British, which circulated widely by 
way of collectives across Europe, the United States, 
and the British Empire. More important, however, 
are the Ghadr Party’s multiple overlapping con-
cerns: from uniting the precarious diasporic labor 
force along the US West Coast to promoting pan- 
Islamism, internationalism, and cosmopolitanism 
across the world. The party was founded in part to 
recreate the 1857 Mutiny, and it organized a variety 
of actions with revolution in mind. Its newspapers 
and publications reflected its propaganda mission 
and remain the primary traces of an organization 
the British failed to fully grasp in their surveillance 
archive. The party also organized and trained 
young men in armed revolt, smuggled weapons to 
and around the British Empire, and supported its 
members’ livelihoods materially and emotionally.

Maia Ramnath has shown how the Ghadr 
Party moved among multiple sets of affiliations 
and articulated a productive variety of philoso-
phies and tactics, which move between visions of 
narrow nationalism and internationalist utopian-
ism. This praxis — at once contingent, heteroge-
neous, and occasionally opportunistic — reflected 
a “hybrid radicalism” made possible by the wide-
spread geography of its members, its circulation, 
and its followers.19

In an attempt to render the Ghadr Party 
properly “political” in a narrow sense,20 Ramnath 
ignores the ethical, philosophical, and aesthetic 
contributions of the organization’s writers — or 
perhaps she surrenders them to the pragmatism 
of active revolution. Placed solely under a rubric 
of the properly political, the Ghadr Party’s often 
ephemeral actions were largely ineffective. Many 
of its publications articulated both a political and 
ethical critique of British (and American) imperi-
alism. An analysis focused solely on political action 
renders irrelevant the proliferation of poetry and 
artwork that the Ghadr Party produced, and those 
works appear to have had the boldest afterlives in 
Punjabi anticolonialism through the 1930s.
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Moreover, such a focus divides its members’ 
biographies into two halves, wherein the Ghadr 
half becomes properly revolutionary and the post- 
Ghadr half becomes improperly theological, bu-
reaucratic, or philosophical. In the case of Har 
Dayal, this division involves rendering his later 
graduate work and Hints for Self- Culture tangential 
to his vision for Ghadr. It ignores the continuity 
of his early pedagogical writings (1909 – 1912), or 
even the slightly more aggressive “Indian Peasant” 
(1913), with his interest in education and aesthet-
ics in Hints. Admittedly, by the time he published 
Hints for Self- Culture in 1934, Har Dayal had pub-
lically renounced his revolutionary past and re-
quested amnesty from the British Raj in order to 
return to India (he officially received it only post-
humously). With the exception of barabary de arth,  
there appear to be no signs that he had any inter-
est in active revolution. I do not mean to suggest 
that his recantations were disingenuous, but by 
privileging active political agitation at the expense 
of quiet philosophical reflection, we ignore im-
portant theoretical strains present in Har Dayal’s 
work. These ideas and reflections are political in 
the sense that they posit, in the imagined absence 
of a colonial state, processes of education, self- 
care, and societal development toward a future 
utopian world.

This exclusively political focus also ignores 
the curious afterlives of revolution that the Ghadr 
Party attempted to both employ and create for 
itself. Ghadr di Gunj (Echoes of Mutiny), first pub-
lished in San Francisco 1914, was an attempt to 
aestheticize the 1857 Indian War of Independence 
by way of religious (predominately Sikh) poetry.21 
Although Har Dayal and the Ghadr Party worked 
for an active revolution, they also worked toward 
a language for the politics they wanted to enact: 
echoes of mutiny and an “Esperanto of Revolu-
tion.”22 Ghadr di Gunj should alert us not only to 
a concern for the poetics of revolt but also to an 

orientation to the past that Har Dayal and the 
Ghadr Party sought to create in their present. The 
echoes in Ghadr di Gunj (which are far from quiet 
reverberations, but rather are aggressive protests) 
remind the reader that the horrors of 1857 create 
the revolutionary present.

Ghadr di Gunj is a call to action to pick up the 
pen and the sword:

Be careful! and do not waver,
As you did in 1857,
But strengthen your uncultured minds.
Balance, therefore, your simple minds.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Change then your coward spirit
And give it a lion’s strength.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
But do your work by numbers.
First learn to master the alphabet,
After that to spell,
To accustom your vision to the sight of the 
sword.23

In a pamphlet written by Har Dayal in 1911 but cir-
culated with Ghadr di Gunj, the agitator calls for a 
similar historical orientation:

When we look back down the long blood- red av-
enues of our history, what pride, what hope stirs 
us. . . ! When we read the stirring history of those 
days [the Mutiny of 1857], whether in the calumni-
ous pages of feringhi [white foreign] writers or in 
the more truthful and inspiring narrative which 
the loving imagination of a patriot has recently 
woven out of the records of the past [presumably 
V. D. Savarkar] . . . we must indeed be base and 
degraded wretches if our hearts are not thrilled 
with quenchless hopes for the future, if we are 
not urged on to further battle by restless visions 
of our near triumph rising out of the blood and 
ashes of their failures.24

Here, Har Dayal elaborates a vision for echoes of 
mutiny that propel currently political action into 
a vision for a hopeful future: triumph from the 
ashes.
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Twenty significant years fall between Ghadr 
di Gunj and Hints for Self- Culture. Har Dayal left 
the United States for Berlin, Constantinople, 
Stockholm, and finally London. He had all but 
abandoned active political agitation; many of his 
contemporaries and biographers viewed his trou-
bling Forty- Four Months in Germany and Turkey as 
his volte- face.25 Many rural Punjabis who had not 
already crossed the black waters for farms in east-
ern California found themselves on battlefronts in 
Western Europe. Writing home in 1915 – 1917, these 
subaltern soldiers offered news of European gen-
erosity in conditions of abundance and messages 
of their own sacrifices in conditions of extreme 
paucity.26

World War I was the catalyst for the “crisis of 
the European Man” (so- named by Edmund Hus-
serl in 1935), and the related demand, then, to re-
think political and ethical possibilities around the 
world. The proliferation of ethical and political 
writing in the 1920s and early 1930s represented 
an often desperate but also incredible attempt to 
reimagine a new world and a new human (and, 
relatedly, new aesthetic forms). This “crisis,” how-
ever, was hardly endemic to Europe, even if its 
most notorious European forms now overshadow 
other, more minor contemporaneous offerings. In 
a new and shell- shocked world, writers promoted 
their own ideas, pace V. I. Lenin, about what was to 
be done. On an emphatically global scale, philoso-
phers and thinkers suggested ways of being with 
others in the world.

Curiously, these postwar responses about 
how to live with others in a time of peace reflect 
a mid- war orientation about how to live with oth-
ers in a time of war. In the contexts of postwar 
abundance, European and American thinkers 
offered cosmopolitanism, transnationalism, and 
hospitality.27 In the contexts of late- Raj scarcity, 
Indian writers offered shaheedat (martyrdom), self- 
sacrifice, and ahimsa.28 Such affective stances, it 
should be remembered, were not without intimate 
relationships to xenophobia, nationalism, com-

munalism, and violence. Nor do I mean to suggest 
here two incommensurable orientations produced 
by incongruous experiences on the battlefront. On 
the contrary, and especially in Hints for Self- Culture, 
the supposedly antithetical ethics of “generosity” 
and “self- sacrifice” often appear to emerge from 
a single imaginative sense of the globe. “Sacrifice 
can end the cruelty of the rich and the apathy 
of the poor. . . . Give yourself to the world!” Har 
Dayal proclaims in the crescendo to Hints for Self- 
Culture’s conclusion. “Welcome all to your home 
and your heart . . . all men and women and chil-
dren without distinction for race or colour. Eat and 
drink with all.”29

The book thus participates in a vibrant 
global conversation among ethical and philosophi-
cal thinkers that spanned the years between World 
War I and World War II. Indeed, the book’s intro-
duction offers its context: “Your lot is cast in these 
sad times of turmoil and tribulation. Mankind 
anxiously asks if there is a way out of the gloom 
and horror of today into light and life.”30 This was 
a not uncommon sentiment. Many contemporane-
ous writers voiced a utopian vision that emerged 
from the horrors of World War I. Interwar utopian 
pessimism often suggested new ways of living that 
were marked with economic and philosophical un-
certainty, cosmopolitan anxiety, and a partial and 
provisional openness.

At the same time, however, the book also 
participates in a considerably older genre of self- 
cultivation handbooks, many with similar axes of 
self- culture: intellectual, physical, aesthetic, and 
ethical. At various points across the political spec-
trum, popular writers promoted a range of bodily 
practices toward the eventual cultivation of a bet-
ter society: working on the self was, by metonymic 
extension, working on society. Among these writ-
ers were liberal thinkers like John Stuart Blackie 
(Blackie’s Self Culture, 1891) as well as proto- fascist/
republican thinkers like Giuseppe Mazzini (Duties 
of Man, 1860). Like other self- cultivation guides, 
Har Dayal’s Hints for Self- Culture features maxims 
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that range from the mundane (avoid bittersweet 
foods, chew thirty- two times per bite, always smile) 
to the grandly altruistic (learn and promote Espe-
ranto, aid the elderly and disabled, study all think-
ers who have served humanity). Har Dayal’s work, 
however, ends with the development of World- State, 
a utopian community “with the Earth as its territo-
rial basis. One State, one Flag, one Language, one 
Ethics, one Ideal, one Love, and one Life: that is 
our goal.”31

The book thus offers a curious juxtaposition 
of very different times. It offers a particularly inter-
war vision of hospitality and sacrifice in the name 
of a new global utopia; at the same time, it does 
so by reaching back to the nineteenth century and 
wresting from it a (predominately Victorian lib-
eral) model of self- cultivation toward a practice of 
radical self- making and global world- making. The 
result is a book that feels both vibrantly interwar 
and curiously fin de siècle, reflecting a moment 
when political possibilities had not yet settled into 
rigid political parties. Yet in 1934, these sensibili-
ties had already begun, in the face of European 
fascism, to dim in popular consciousness. Hints 
for Self- Culture suggests the possibility, even dur-
ing the emergence of fixed political identities and 
projects, of returning to a moment when one’s po-
litical thought could still be “in motion” or reflect 
an ever- changing set of “promiscuous alliances.”32

In other words, in its strange lack of con-
temporaneity, Hints for Self- Culture offers its own 
echoes of mutiny: of history reasserting itself in 
the present. The book opens with a dedication 
“To a Young Fellow- Rationalist”: “You stand be-
tween the past and the future: the world is yours to 
enjoy, to organize, and to reconstruct.”33 Another 
possible clue for this torqueing back to the past 
occurs early in the book, in Har Dayal’s very long 
analysis of history,34 which he concludes: “I hold 
that history is a medley. . . . The march of Human-
ity has been irregular, disorderly, and haphazard. 
It has not been in a straight line, or in a circle, or 

in a spiral, or in any curve of a definite shape. It 
has been an up- and- down, down- and- up, forward- 
and- backward, right- to- left, left- to- right lawless 
and chaotic movement.”35 As the central historical 
anchor for an ethical and political guide, this is 
a provocative claim.36 At first glance, it stands in 
stark contrast to the realization of World- State as 
the end result of a universal progressive march. 
On the other hand, it suggests an orientation to 
the past and future that operates simultaneously: 
“Your daily life is History: what else is it . . . ? As 
you choose, so will History be made,” Har Dayal 
notes a few pages later.37 There is a curious jum-
ble of tenses here, and it suggests that Har Dayal’s 
ethical philosophy of history relies on a constant 
“forward- to- backward” movement where the past, 
present, and future are all made at once and are 
interdependent.

If Hints for Self- Culture turns back to the nine-
teenth century for its post – World War I future 
utopian vision, it is because the present, like the 
future, is made of echoes of past mutinies, and 
those echoes refuse to go unheard. Ghadr di Gunj, 
echoing 1857, reasserts itself in Hints for Self- Culture 
as an additional echo of the aborted mutiny of 
1914. Speaking in the same first- person plural like 
the texts of Ghadr di Gunj, Har Dayal suggests, is 
to speak history itself: “You can speak of yourself 
as ‘We,’ if you love History. When you speak, you 
are the mouthpiece of History. . . . The present 
has its roots in the past.”38 Even if the mutinous 
“we” has become a philosophical “we,” the radical 
recuperation of revolutionary pasts is brought to 
the present to form its roots. In the guise of the 
“carefully theoretical,” Har Dayal’s revolutionary 
vision emerges in both quieter and more grandi-
ose forms: pedagogy and self- care underneath the 
state and World- State beyond it. On our way there, 
allow me a slight detour, back once more to the 
mid- nineteenth century.
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Herbert Spencer: Anticolonialist
Six years before the 1857 Mutiny, Spencer pub-
lished Social Statics, his first major work of philo-
sophical inquiry. In a grandly optimistic tone, the 
book offers an ethical guide based on the initial 
claim that “every man may claim the fullest liberty 
to exercise his faculties compatible with the posses-
sion of like liberty by every other man”: the law of 
equal freedom.39

Spencer’s popularity and public influence in 
the late nineteenth century is matched only by the 
obscurity into which he fell following World War I. 
His work influenced Emile Durkheim, Henri Berg-
son, and William James, and yet by the mid- 1920s 
new popular philosophers were quick to dismiss 
his thought as irredeemably Victorian, simplistic, 
and parodic of philosophy proper. He was most fa-
mous for promoting social Darwinism (though the 
term is not his own) and Lamarckian evolutionary 
theory. Spencer’s writings reflect a general Victo-
rian optimism, a late nineteenth- century laissez- 
faire sensibility, and a vibrant moral and scientific 
relativism.40 This combination of ethical, political, 
and semiscientific thought — especially the strange 
juxtaposition of nonuniversalism with a universal-
istic teleology — nearly made Spencer an empty sig-
nifier of liberal critique. Nevertheless, it was this 
same combination that allowed his philosophy to 
take on such vibrant forms in South Asian intel-
lectual circles.

Shruti Kapila has written about Spencer’s 
popularity in the early 1900s and 1910s among 
Indian anticolonialists, especially Krishnavarma, 
who led the India House collective in London.41 
Krishnavarma offered scholarships in Spencer’s 
honor and occasionally offered paeans to the 
philosopher in his periodical, Indian Sociologist. 
Perhaps because of the promiscuousness of his 
thought, Spencer made a fine anticolonial thinker 
who offered a critique of empire from within. Im-
perialism, for Spencer, increased the size of the 
state and diminished the capacities of the individ-
uals it ruled. It thus produced a regression from 

industrial force to militaristic force and made pos-
sible the “rebarbarization” of modern society.

Spencer’s critique of imperialism, admit-
tedly, had more to do with a distaste for the state 
than an appreciation of anticolonialism. Never-
theless, Krishnavarma and Har Dayal put him to 
use in their writings before the war.42 As Kapila 
has noted, in Har Dayal’s early interpretation of 
Spencer, the young agitator used the nineteenth- 
century philosopher’s critique of the state to il-
lustrate the double alienation of “the Hindu 
Race” under foreign rule. Though he is not for-
mally cited, Spencer lurks behind “The Meaning 
of Equality” (barabary de arth): equality, for Har 
Dayal, is determined in the first instance by “the 
non- subjugation of one person’s will to another’s. 
The right to freedom of thought and action is one 
of the most dearly cherished possessions of man.”43 
Equality, in other words, was engendered primarily 
by access to freedom. Har Dayal’s equality, contra 
Spencer’s, involves equal distribution of both po-
litical and economic power.44

Like the curious trajectory of Har Dayal’s 
barabary de arth, which was repurposed to honor 
the martyr of youthful anticolonialism, Spencer’s 
Social Statics was republished in 1892 in altered 
form. Missing from the second edition was chapter 
19, politely titled “The Right to Ignore the State.” 
In this missing chapter, which was replaced by an 
addendum more aggressively titled “Man Versus 
the State,” Spencer suggests the possibility of with-
drawing from the state when it fails to act ethically: 
a person can operate underneath the state to deter-
mine her morality, ethical protocols, and modes of 
association (friendship, loyalty, and family).

Which edition did Har Dayal, Savarkar, and 
Krishnavarma read in London? Could we specu-
late, perhaps, that they encountered the later ver-
sion in 1907, which led them to sculpt Spencer’s 
heterogeneous afterlife into a direct critique of 
the imperial state? Might this mean that, by 1934, 
Har Dayal had discovered the quiet missing chap-
ter originally published in 1851: the chapter that 
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humbly offers, in contradistinction to the book in 
its absence, “the right to ignore the state”?

In other words, what I mean to suggest here 
(even if framed in pure speculation) is that the 
reception history of Spencer — Spencer’s ghost, if 
you will — shifts the focus from a direct engage-
ment against the state to something considerably 
quieter: the possibility of enacting modes of free-
dom and ethical behavior underneath the state or 
in the absence of a concern for it altogether.45 The 
right to ignore the state makes possible a range 
of ethical practices — friendship, self- culture, and 
self- care — that a direct engagement with the state 
forecloses. Such is the trajectory that Har Dayal 
creates for the philosopher. Spencer’s direct agi-
tation against the expanding state aligns with the 
Ghadr Party’s actively revolutionary mission; Spen-
cer’s quieter practice of ignoring the state informs 
the practices of the self that form the utopian 
World- State of the future.

World- State
Indeed, most of the practices that Har Dayal ad-
vocates in Hints for Self- Culture are practices of ig-
noring the state rather than addressing it. Most 
of the book’s “intellectual culture” suggestions 
concern an autodidactic approach to history, phi-
losophy, and aesthetics. Having established the 
required educational grounds for the construc-
tion of an ethical self- culture (and a philosophy 
of history in which to ground it), Har Dayal shifts 
to the final section, “Ethical Culture.” His ethical 
self- cultivation is fundamentally a process of self- 
care in the context of others: “Character is devel-
oped in a social milieu,” he instructs his reader.46 
Because ethical culture is practiced socially, the 
ethical character realizes that ethics cannot be an 
ideal but rather is an individually practiced and 
historically specific mode of action. Friendship, 
therefore, forms the foundation for ethical prac-
tice and self- care. “The highest use of Friendship 
lies in the mutual encouragement and inspiration 

for the development of Personality. . . . Thus can 
Friendship be the handmaid of Ethics.”47

This is a curious self-  making practice 
(though with Aristotelian roots), and it alerts us 
to a particular concept of the self that exceeds 
the boundaries of Marxist, anarchist, and social-
ist schema. Under the auspices of anticolonial cri-
tique, self- care and self- culture became ways to 
reimagine social practices beyond the reach of the 
state — to claim, even if ephemerally, the possibil-
ity of “ignoring” the state, as discussed above. For 
many anticolonial thinkers, the power (and per-
haps allure) of offering new modes of self- making 
was the self’s metonymic relationship to the pos-
sibilities of a new state. M. K. Gandhi’s ascetic 
practices — “experiments with truth” — suggest a 
metonymic relationship between the self and the 
new state wherein a newly and carefully cultivated 
self would aid in support of crafting new forms of 
statehood. Har Dayal’s model of friendship as a 
mode of self- culture, in some ways similar to Gan-
dhi’s (Hind Swaraj appears in a list of suggested 
reading), suggests an orientation outward rather 
than inward; friendship becomes, in this model, 
an “improvisational politics appropriate to com-
municative, sociable utopianism,” to borrow Leela 
Gandhi’s definition.48

Har Dayal’s practice of friendship, explicated 
in a later section in Hints, is the creation of an ag-
gressively nonfilial, xenophilic community: “Cul-
tivate the society of foreigners and strangers . . .  
whites and blacks, browns and yellows, creoles 
and mulattoes, gypsies and Hottentots. . . . Build 
up your world- fellowship.”49 Friendship falls not 
merely under the rubric of ethical practice but, 
in Har Dayal’s analysis, emerges as a “political” 
stance. Not only does Har Dayal’s “friendship” op-
erate as a practice of self- culture and self- care. In 
this sense, it also illuminates and secures the met-
onymic relationship between the self and a global 
utopian project.
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Friendship and self- cultivation are in the 
service of the “Five Concentric Circles” beyond 
the self. The first circle is “the Family,” which Har 
Dayal describes as a single life- partner one main-
tains; the second circle, “the Relatives,” includes 
siblings and parents. The third circle is “the Mu-
nicipality,” which is territorially and historically 
defined; and the fourth circle is “the Nation,” 
which is marked by its geographical continuity 
and relative ethnic homogeneity. Together, these 
four circles are in service to the fifth circle, the 
“World- State,” the universal ethical, social, and 
political utopia rooted in “the universal sacrament 
of friendship.”50

World- State is admittedly a strange name 
for an ethics conjured under the sign of an affec-
tive relationship beyond the reach of the state. 
World- State operates with a curious relationship 
to politics. Smuggled in, perhaps, in the “care-
fully theoretical” absence of the state, friendship 
fully recreates the vision for what a state ought to 
be (or not be). In Har Dayal’s analysis World- State 
emerges from friendship and yet remains tethered 
to such intimate practices. The precise mechan-
ics of World- State go undefined because its guid-
ing principles — democracy, liberty, equality, and  
fraternity — require an acceptance of World- State 
as perpetually contingent.51

In contradistinction to other popular inter-
war conceptions of internationalist states — also 
called “World- State” — Har Dayal’s vision offers 
a considerably smaller government, and one that 
suggests a critically anarcho- utopian vision for 
community care and support. Aldous Huxley, H. G.  
Wells, and George Orwell, among others, offered 
“World- State” as a dystopian future under a domi-
neering (often communist) world order.52 Har 
Dayal, on the other hand, foregrounds the inti-
macy of World- State: “It makes all feel that men 
and women are not Many, but One. . . . That One 
is Humanity, the World- State, in which all shall live 
and move and have their being.”53 Even though its 

name suggests the presence of a state apparatus, 
Har Dayal aligns it with “Humanity,” a more ap-
propriate extension of friendship, community, sac-
rifice, and hospitality.

This is a vision built on the foundations of a 
Marxist internationalist vision, but one that strays 
from its political vision. It is both not quite and 
also more than the Third International, which op-
erated from 1919 to 1943. Har Dayal would have 
been familiar with its congresses through the 
1920s and 1930s. His colleague in Berlin, Viren-
dranath Chattopadhyay, was an active participant 
in many of them.54 Under Har Dayal’s optimistic 
analysis, the future utopia of World- State, veering 
from the International, offers an affective orien-
tation for the dismal interwar present. Concomi-
tantly, Spencer’s isolationist libertarianism in the 
past becomes a micropolitical anticolonialism for 
the present. World- State, in this sense, is a Janus- 
faced project: “It is blessed today as the harbinger 
of joy and peace, and it will be blessed tomorrow,” 
Har Dayal proclaims.55 (Twenty- two years earlier, 
in the spirit of direct state agitation, Har Dayal had 
offered the exploding bomb as the “harbinger of 
hope,”56 a curious echo of mutiny still present in 
1934.)

And thus Hints for Self- Culture triumphantly 
concludes:

Work thus, and wait for the World- State. It shall 
come, not today and not tomorrow, but in its own 
good time. But if you live in the light of its Ideal 
now and here, you are already a citizen of that 
State. You belong to it. You may be born in the 
present nation- state, but you are not of it. Your 
heart is elsewhere. . . . Your children and grand-
children will rejoice in the light and warmth of 
the Sun that shall illumine the Earth in the days 
to come, the serene and spacious World- State, one 
and indivisible.57

Once again, Har Dayal’s past and future turns on 
the axis of the present. It is not merely that the past 
is put into service for the present, but it is that the 
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future is as well. It is a backward- glancing future, 
where the children of the future praise their an-
cestors of the present. The two quoted passages at 
the bottom of the final page are from nineteenth- 
century figures, socialist William Morris and poet 
Arthur Hugh Clough, and they serve to doubly 
suggest this configuration of anticolonial utopian 
time.58 Concurrently (and literally so), the present 
is made to be not of itself. An anticolonial uto-
pian time is perpetually “elsewhere”: the past and  
future — and yet, nevertheless, firmly and reso-
lutely active in the contingent present. Har Dayal’s 
revolutionary time demands a commitment to past, 
present, and future utopias that stretch in multiple 
directions across time and in multitudinous affec-
tive directions across the present. Pedagogy, self- 
care, friendship, hospitality, and sacrifice not only 
are imagined with these directions in mind but 
also are fundamentally made possible by affilia-
tions (natal and non- natal) in times seemingly out 
of joint with the present.

Under the possibility of such disjointed time, 
it seems only fitting that Bhagat Singh’s handsome, 
cosmopolitan portrait repurposes an aging Har 
Dayal’s barabary de arth in 1931. Har Dayal’s lifelong 
commitment to pedagogy, his repeated belief in 
the political power of adolescence,59 and his dedi-
cation of World- State to “children and grandchil-
dren” suggest an investment in youth, newness, 
and immaturity. It is not altogether surprising, 
then, that Har Dayal’s revolutionary afterlife is 
often tied, and intimately so, with Bhagat Singh 
and the HSRA. In 1929, the HSRA declared that 
revolution was the only solution to the oppression 
of Indian colonialism and that “the youths of [the] 
nation have realized this truth.”60

In other words, perhaps the productively 
promiscuous afterlives of the multiple Har Day-
als — the actively political and the carefully theo-

retical to suggest two — have not been so badly 
abused. Having been declared a youthful rebel, a 
Marxist, a republican, a socialist, an anarchist, and 
a nationalist, Har Dayal — or his ghost — could only 
agree. As his writings indicate, one’s own afterlives 
are difficult things to manage. Nevertheless, in the 
spirit of radical anticolonial utopian time, we, with 
him, might appreciate the simultaneous reaching 
back to lost pasts while stretching toward poten-
tial utopias. Such an abandoning of one’s self to 
the wantonness of one’s afterlives suggests a con-
tinued commitment to hospitality and sacrifice 
to extreme and radical points. It also suggests, in 
doubling back, a dedication not only to youthful-
ness but also to a politics of active immaturity: one 
where the present operates to bring about a future 
utopia, which remains tethered to the immature 
politics of its own past: the first- person plural pres-
ent across the echoes of revolt.

Toward a History of Imagination
We have been discussing Har Dayal’s palimpsestic 
utopian vision, which is at once a product of mid-
nineteenth- century thought, fin- de- siècle radical-
ism, and interwar optimism (itself a quiet form 
of utopian pessimism). In the “elsewhere” of the 
radical present, a curious and insurgent political 
thought temporarily congeals in careful “hints.” 
Such hints, which are “not exhaustive, but only 
suggestive,”61 offer an imagination of self- making 
and world- making. This, in turn, requires a circu-
itous view of historical action and a hopeful vision 
for the future rooted in (and perpetually tethered 
to) the dismal present and the lost possibilities of 
the past.

The investments of this essay, then, rely on 
anticolonial books and pamphlets out of joint with 
their time: forgotten texts imaginatively repur-
posed, obsolete philosophies reimagined, and uto-
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pian futures practiced in the present. Such texts, 
which may sit uneasily in their own time, fore-
ground their imagined affective communities and 
philosophical genealogies. These genealogies illu-
minate the scale of the anticolonial imagination, 
the often forgotten inheritance of postcolonial 
theory and decolonial politics.

Leela Gandhi has suggested that the moment 
of anti-  and postcolonial democratic utopianism 
runs from the first decade of the twentieth century 
to 1955, the year of the Asian- African Conference 
at Bandung, Indonesia.62 By means of a conclusion, 
I might suggest that we trace a certain lineage of 
impossible political theory forward to the partially 
postcolonial and Cold War – world. This lineage is 
diverse and often involves contradictory visions of 
a future utopia or world to come. Such thought 
offers a future utopian project that remains inti-
mately connected to the suffering of the present. 
Frantz Fanon’s demand to “endeavor to create a 
new man” not from Europe but from the wretched 
of the earth is not only to offer a utopian project 
on the very basis of oppressive conditions but also 
to imagine a future utopia that refuses ad infini-
tum to deny those conditions that once structured 
its possibility.63

In Black Skin, White Masks, Fanon reasserts 
that this vision is beyond white and black, simulta-
neously in the present and in the future:

This future is not that of the cosmos, but very 
much the future of my century, my country, and 
my existence. In no way is it up to me to prepare 
for the world coming after me. I am resolutely a 
man of my time.

The future must be a construction supported 
by man in the present. The future edifice is linked 
to the present insofar as I consider the present 
something to be overtaken.64

Fanon thus offers us a political theory of a future 
written under the conditions of the present (with 

a past- oriented methodology of psychoanalysis). 
Fanon’s future, both remaining located in and also 
beyond the experience of racialized oppression, is 
a project for his time: the present, torqued back 
onto the past.

Anupama Rao has drawn similar compari-
sons between Fanon and Dalit leader B. R. Ambed-
kar (whose Annihilation of Caste was published in 
1935) along lines of violence and subject forma-
tion.65 For Ambedkar, Fanon, Bhagat Singh, and 
Har Dayal, the reclamation of the self was vio-
lent, although in considerably different ways. For 
Ambedkar, whose political philosophy of subject-
hood was significantly (though not entirely) in-
vested in the state, the emergence of “Dalit” into 
a political category was revolutionary in a struc-
tural (and psychoanalytically) violent way.66 (Dur-
ing his time at Columbia University, Ambedkar 
was subscribed to the Hindustan Ghadr.67 Might we 
imagine, without foreclosing his own philosophi-
cal power, a young Ambedkar reading “The In-
dian Peasant” in his Morningside Heights apart-
ment?) For Fanon, similarly, the conversion of the 
wretched of the earth into a “new man” required 
a new orientation toward violence in the present. 
Har Dayal and Bhagat Singh, on the other hand, 
were two agitators with a history of actual violence: 
bomb throwing, gun smuggling, and general muti-
nous activity. Such behavior reveals the structural 
and metaphorical violence of the colonial and 
racist state, yet it also offers a response of alleged 
equal proportion (the kind, especially in Fanon, 
that has been alternatively rendered politely meta-
phorical and murderously apolitical).

Nevertheless, for these thinkers, violence 
is a revolutionary force only insofar as it remains 
committed to the wretched and suffering, the col-
onized and the racialized. Violence is otherwise 
retrograde and regressive (and used by the state 
to maintain its oppressive rule, which Spencer also 



68. Borrowed, with apologies, from Benjamin, 
“Theses on the Philosophy of History,” 255.

69. I am grateful to Prathama Banerjee and 
Anupama Rao, via different conversations, for 
provocations along these lines.

70. Skinner, Visions of Politics, 86.

71. Har Dayal to Van Wyck Brooks, 8 April 1934, 
Van Wyck Papers, University of Pennsylvania 
Special Collections. 
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wrote). In other words, violence is revolutionary 
insofar as it is violence for the sake of love, friend-
ship, and the vision of a better world. Concur-
rently, revolution is useful only if it seizes even the 
dead for a future utopia.68 These are the demands 
on the present of a political theory for an imag-
ined future. Such thought offers us an insurgent, 
revolutionary, and utopian political thought. The 
frequently violent creation of new political subjec-
tivities requires infinite work and an imagination 
of a long life for revolution.

I use “imagination” here, as I have through-
out this essay, instead of “ideas” in order to high-
light an unruly unit of political and aesthetic ac-
tion. This is, perhaps, to take Har Dayal at his own 
word, to suggest a new “imagination” (like that of 
the Indian peasant) that offers new aesthetic and 
ethical protocols. I want to suggest here that the 
protocols of reading demanded by Har Dayal’s qui-
eter works align closer with a history of percepts 
than with a history of ideas.69 Har Dayal’s ethical 
and political suggestions are not quite ideas; they 
are hints. The torqueing of the present back onto 
the past, and the future back onto the present, sug-
gest here something not quite (but also more than) 
“histories of [ideas’] uses in argument,” to borrow 
Quentin Skinner’s formula.70 Rather, Har Dayal’s 
work hints at a history of imagination’s uses in af-
fect: not only as a call- to- arms in the stalled Ghadr 
poetry of 1914 but as a resuscitation of antiquated 
philosophy for a fundamentally new conjuncture. 
In other words, Har Dayal’s use of Spencer, as I 
have suggested above, is less about using the Vic-
torian philosopher’s ideas in a new argument than 
about using nineteenth- century liberal philosophy 
(with, perhaps, Spencer’s bearded visage) to imag-
ine its utopian possibilities for the revolutionary 
present. If Shyamji Krishnavarma used Spencer 
for anticolonial thought, Har Dayal makes Spen-
cer become an anticolonialist. Similarly, under Har 
Dayal’s pen, World- State is not an idea but rather a 
practice for the present: an affective and imagina-
tive stance rooted in the crises of global war and 
the horrors of late- Raj rule.

 This reading practice requires greater at-
tention to the ethical and aesthetic offerings of 
anticolonial thinkers. For the most vibrant textual 
agitators, it was not merely enough to imagine a 
new state: one needed to imagine a new world. 
Consequently, it was mandatory to reimagine, and 
concurrently so, new aesthetic and ethical proto-
cols to correspond to a more just postcolonial so-
ciety. Consigning the aesthetic to the functional 
pragmatism of the political, or even rendering 
it as merely supplementary to a greater political 
project, ignores (if not altogether sacrifices) the 
vibrancy of anticolonial thought.

In early 1934, just before the publication of 
Hints for Self- Culture, Har Dayal wrote to his friend, 
popular writer Van Wyck Brooks, in Philadelphia: 
“I am not very much troubled or depressed by the 
world situation, as I look beyond it, as St. Augus-
tine described the City of God, when the old Em-
pire was falling in ruins about him. I look forward 
to a new Socialist order of international politics, 
which must succeed this rotten system of national-
ism + capitalism. . . . But there’s something new 
over there. Don’t you think so?”71 “Over there” was 
both Russia (though with a lengthy caveat) and 
“the future.” In this spirit, we might do more to re-
turn to interwar anticolonial thought, not only to 
recuperate its ideas (though those are important 
too) but also to recuperate its imagination and its 
orientation to a new world, ghosted by the old and 
already haunted by the future.
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